Evans Blue Derivative-Functionalized Gold Nanorods for Photothermal Therapy-Enhanced Tumor Chemotherapy.
Chemotherapy is a standard care for cancer management, but the lack of tumor targeting and high dose-induced side effects still limit its utility in patients. Here, we report a chemotherapy combined with photothermal therapy (PTT) for enhanced cancer ablation by functionalization of gold nanorods (GNRs) with a novel small molecule named truncated Evans blue (tEB). On the basis of the high binding affinity of tEB with albumin, an Abraxane-like nanodrug, human serum albumin/hydroxycamptothecin (HSA/HCPT), was further complexed with GNR-tEB. This formed an HCPT/HSA/tEB-GNR (HHEG) with excellent biostability and biocompatibility. With photoacoustic and fluorescence imaging, we observed HHEG tumor targeting, which is mediated by enhanced permeability retention effect. The accumulation of HHEG peaked in tumor at 12 h postinjection. Moreover, HHEG can effectively ablate tumor growth with laser illumination via chemo/thermal therapy after intravenous administration into SCC7 tumor. This combination is much better than chemotherapy or PTT alone. Collectively, we constructed a chemo/thermal therapy nanostructure based on a tEB-modified GNR for better tumor treatment effect. The use of tEB in gold nanoparticles can facilitate many new approaches to design hybrid nanoparticles.